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For use as a torch applied, single layer overlay system in 
renovation projects.

The bituminous membrane will be applied with a propane gas 
torch to the substrate. It is necessary to heat the entire surface,
making sure that the compound forms a liquid mass in front of 
the roll to ensure that it saturates any superficial porosity. Once 
torched, the side laps and head  laps must be pressure rolled  
with a long handled 15 kg roller from which a bead of 
compound should flow, therefore avoiding having to trowel the
overlaps. 

RAPID R OVERLAY BLACK MINERAL

Rapid R Overlay Black Mineral is a uniquely formulated, 
dual-compound APP polymer modified torch-on membrane 
for use in renovation projects. When torched the special 
compound on the underside of the membrane melts and 
flows to form an exceptional bond with the existing mineral
surfaced membrane. This single layer, durable over-roof 
solution is quick to apply and requires minimal preparation 
of the substrate, and in most situations no primer is 
required.

Use
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Storage

Product Data

Performance data

Thickness 5mm

Width 1m

Length 8m

Weight 5kg/m2

Weight per roll 40kg

Tensile Strenth - longitudinal >600N/50mm

Tensile Strengh - transversal                >500N/50mm

Elongation at break - longitudinal 35%

Elongation at break - transveral 35%

Softening point                                       140°C

Cold bending                                         -10°CStore upright in a clean, dry location, away from heat sources.

The company pursues a policy of constant product development and information contained in this publication is therefore subject to 

change without notice. The customer is responsible for ensuring that each product is fit for its intended purpose and that the conditions 

for use are suitable. All quoted data is nominal and subject to production tolerances.

Lap sizes: 100mm side, 150mm end.
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